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Abstract - -The appearance of noise terms in some decomposition solutions i  investigated. 
INTRODUCTION 
In applications olved by the decomposition method, the appearance of noise terms sometimes 
makes it necessary to compute more terms to observe the self-cancellations and separate solution 
terms from the terms whose sum vanishes in the limit. We investigate the phenomena further 
here [1-4]. 
DISCUSSION 
Consider an inhomogeneous equation in the form [Lz ÷ Ly]u = g. L= represents a differential 
with respect o z and L~ represents a differential with respect o y. We can solve for L=u or for 
Lyu. Using decomposition, the first alternative yields 
co  
L~u -- g - Luu , L~ lLzu  = L'~lg - L~IL~u, u - ~= + L'~lg - L'~IL~ ~_~ un (1) 
n~O 
where L~= : 0 and u0 = ~= + L~lg and um+l - -L~lL~:um. The second alternative yields 
oo  
Lyu = g - L ,u,  L~lLyu = L ; lg  - L~IL=u, u =/~y + L~'g - L;1L= ~ un (2) 
tl = O 
where L~y - 0, uo = d/~ + L~lg. We have shown in [3] that the solution to either equation in 
the z-dimension solution or the y-dimension solution (we call these '~partial solutions") are equal 
except for special cases discussed in [3,4]. 
Calculating the components un = -L~lL=un-1  in (1) and rearranging, we have 
oO 
u = ~_~(-L~lLy)m(~b= + L'~lg). 
rn----O 
Proceeding in the same manner with Equation (2) 
u = ~( -L ;1L=)m(~ U + L~lg). 
~ 0  
Though it has previously been shown [3,4] that the partial solutions are sufficient except for easily 
identifiable special cases--that either one is the solution, so that the addition used in earlier work 
is unnecessary, we will consider both procedures for effect on noise terms. Thus, 
u = ~ {(-L~ILu)"~= + ( -L~lL=)m~y + ( -L '~ l t~)mL~lg  + ( -L~IL , )mL '~ lg}  
rn  ..~. O 
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Let u = Up + us where up is the so-cMled particular integral and uh is the homogeneous solution. 
We write 
uh -- E { (-L'~IL')'n*z "[- ( - L ;  1Lz)m#$'} ' 
~rt=0 
up-- E {(-L;1L')mL;tg+(-L;1L')mL; lg}" 
~=0 
We clearly must have (L. + Ly)uh = 0 and (L,, + Ly)u v = g (due to the principle of linear 
superposition). 
PRO OF. 
(L, T L,) E {(-L;1L')m¢z %(-L;  1Lz)m~' }
~rt=O (1){ -- L.~. + E(-I)(L~)(-L;1Ly)'-laz 
r~----1 
CO 
+ L,¢, + E(-1)(Lz)(-L;1L,)m-I*, 
m=l  
+Ly (-L;1L~)m~b= + L= E( -L ;  1L")m*U " 
~n----O rn----O 
Since L,4~z = 0 and LyCv = O, and also 
CO CO 
and 
- E L~(-L~tLY)m-I¢~ ÷ E L'(-L'~tLu)'~¢z - 0 
m=l  m=O 
oo oo 
- E Lz(-Ly 1L~)m-l~bU + E Lz(-LylL~)m@v =0, 
~=I  m=O 
we have (L= + Ly)uh -- 0, i.e., Uh is the homogeneous solution. 
To show (L~ + Ly)u v = g, 
(L, + L,)u, =(L,  + L,) E { (-LI1L')mLIlg + (-L;1L')mL; 19} 
rr t=0 (1){ - L=L;lg + E (-1)(L')(-L~tL')m-tL~lg 
rn=l  
oo  
+ L~L~ tg + E (-1)(L=)(-L~IL=)m-tLy tg 
m=l  
} +L, E ( -L=IL ' )  mL;lg + L, (-L;*Lf)mL;Ig . 
Since 
and 
we have 
CO CO 
- E Lu(-L'~ILv)m-iL~tg + E L'(-L;iLY)'~L'~ig = 0 
m=l  m=0 
CO O0 
- E L~(-L~IL')m-IL'~ lg+ E L=(-L~ILf)mL~ lg-O 
r r t= l  m~O 
(L, + L~)up = g. 
i.e., up is the particular integral. Since the equation is linear. 
(L, + Ly)(up + Uh) = (L, + L~)u = g. 
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EXAMPLE- - INHOMOGENEOUS CASE 
Consider u=+u v = g. Let L= = 0 /0z ,  L U = c9/Oy, g = - (z+y) .  Suppose u(O,y) = u(z,0) = 0 
Lzu = g - Lvu, u "- ~b= + L'~lg - L'~lLyu. 
S ince  ~bx - -  u(O, y)  - -  O, 
_x  2 
u = L'~lg- L~lLyu, no = L: lg = 2 zy 
z 2 
Ul = -L ; tLyuo = -~, u2 = -L~lLvut  = O, Urn>2 = O. 
The solution there is u =-zy  using the partial solution in the z-dimension. 
--Z2/2-{- X2/2 are the noise terms. 
If we calculate the y partial solution we get, 
The terms 
U' -  ~ - -  
_y2  y2 
2 xy + ~- = -xy ,  
i.e., the same solution but different self-cancelling noise terms. 
If g = 0 (the homogeneous case) and we are given initial conditions, e.g., u(O, y) -- y and 
u(x, O) - x, we can write the x partial solution immediately. We write 
Lzu  = - Lyu ,  L~l Lxu = -L~l  Lyu, . = u(o, y)  = uo, 
O0 
u = uo - L~ 1Ly E un. 
n=0 
Thus, 
B 0 " "  ~/, B 1 "-- ~X~ Urn) .  1 " -  O, U - "  ~ - -  X.  
No noise terms are present. The y partial solution gives the same result. 
If as in the previous work, we write 
u= (1) (y -x ) -  (1 ) (L~IL ,+ L~IL.)u,  
we get u0 --- (1/2)(y - x), ul = (I /2)2(y - x), . . .  u = ~'~=0(1/2)m+1(y - z) or a monotonic 
sequence to y - z. We see again that partial solutions hould be used. 
If we return to the inhomogeneous case and use the earlier technique where all partial solutions 
are computed, we have 
or  
U"-  
U-- - -  
UO --- 
U 1 - -  
US --- __  
U3 - -  
L'~lg- L~IL~u, u -  L~ lg -  L~lLzu 
(1 )  (L'~I + L ;1 )g -  (1 )  (L~IL, + L ;1L. )u  
I + )g  = -zy -  4 " 
zy (z ~ + y~) 
"2 -+ 4 ' 
- zy  ( z2+y2)  
2 8 ' 
+ (z2 + y2) 
g 
C,N~24:11°£  
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It is easy to see the convergence to -zy .  For an m-term decomposition series ~m = z_~i=0 , 
with m even 
2 m -- 1 
~2m= 2~ (zY)" 
If m is odd 
1 
¢2,~+~ = -zy  - 2m+2 (z 2 + y2). 
Note lim ¢2m = lim ¢2m+1 = -zy .  We have a series of serf-cancelling noise terms which rn--+oo fr$ --+ oo 
vanish in the limit, i.e., 
2 ? )  "~" ( ' ?  7 )  "~ "' 'dr Z2"~" y2 Z2 ~_y2 
4 4 +""  
The partial solution procedure involves less computation and it appears easier to separate 
out the solution from noise which only appears when g # 0. In both the homogeneous and 
inhomogeneous examples, the partial solution is simpler--a finite series--and the combination is 
the same in the limit. 
Thus the earlier way of combining equations leads to an infinite series for inhomogeneous 
problems which is the correct solution in the limit. For comparison, we should compare lin- 
ear combinations. Consider again the inhomogeneous example and consider the combination of 
partial solutions 
Uo = L~lg ,  Uo = L~Ig,  
trt--1 
r ' . . . , .  L_IL . , , L_  1 
um= " " -  " "t-~lLy) ' '  Uo, u,n = " - "(-LyIL=) m uo 
rrt--1 
-1  n -1  era= Z( -Ly  L.) Ly g. 
n=O n=O 
Now we take the combination of x-dimension and y-dimension solutions 
m-1 
Z ( ( - L~ILy)nL : I  ÷ ( -L~IL ' )nL~ 1} g" 
n=O 
In the limit 
Both examples demonstrate fast convergence (in two terms), i.e., ¢2 = u0 + Ul = u, the exact 
solution, by the partial solutions technique. The homogeneous case shows no noise while the 
inhomogeneous case has noise but it is already cancelled by Ul. On the other hand, the solution 
by the earlier technique has noise terms which cancel only in the limit for the inhomogeneous 
case, and, for the homogeneous case, we have monotonic onvergence in the infinite limit. It 
appears that noise terms appear only in the inhomogeneous case and that the partial solution 
technique is much more effective in avoiding noise terms; the older method should be avoided 
now both because of noise and the greater computation. For example when we observe that a 
term in u0 is cancelled by a term in ul even though ul introduces a further term, we should 
assume the remaining term is the solution and try substitution. 
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